
 

 

1. Lots of medicine as well as equipment such as tents _______ offered to the area since the earthquake 

occurred.  

A．has been B．have been C．is being D．are being 

2. East of our city ______ a world-famous pagoda dating from Tang Dynasty.  

A．stands B．stand C．stood D．standing 

3. He is the only one of the students who          

A．is  B．are C．have been D．  

4. The factory used 65 percent of the raw materials, the rest of which _____ saved for the other purpose.  

A．is B．are C．was D．were 

5. There was a fire last night and more than one house _____ burnt down in the fire.  

A．has been B．was C．have been D．were 

6.  ______ of money        spent on the bridge.  

A．A large amount ; were   B．Large amounts; were   

C．Large amount; was   D．A plenty; was 

7. —Is there anybody in the classroom? 

—No, the teacher, together with the students _____ to the playground.  

A．go B．went C．has gone D．have gone 

8. The number of foreign students attending Chinese universities ________ rising steadily since1990.  

 

A．is B．are C．has been D．have been 

9. “If anybody ________,please put down ________ name, ”said the teacher to the monitor.  

A．wants to buy the book ;his B．want to buy the book; their 

C．will buy the book; one’s  D．wants to have the book bought; her 

10. A poet and artist ________ coming to speak to us about Chinese literature and painting tomorrow 

afternoon. 

A．is B．are C．was D．were 

11. —What about the books? 

—Books of this kind          well.                               

A．sell  B．sells  C．are sold  D．is sold 

 



 

 

12. John is the only one of the students in the class that never______ a mistake even when it is pointed to him.  

A．admit making B．admits making 

C．admit to make D．admits to make 

13. The teacher together with the students ________ discussing Reading Skills that ________ newly published 

in America.  

A．are ; were B．is ; were C．are ; was D．is ; was 

14. All but Dick ________ in Class Three this term.  

A．are B．is C．were D．was 

15. ________ of the land in that district _______ covered with trees and grass.  

A．Two fifth; is B．Two fifth; are C．Two fifths ; is  D．Two fifths; are 

16. Thirty dollars ________ too expensive.  

A．are B．is C．were D．be 

17. I think it is you rather than the student who____ for being late for the speech.  

A．is to blame B．are to blame C．is to be blamed D．are to be blamed 

18. Every boy and every girl ________ pleased when they saw Shenzhou VI was sent up to space.  

A．is B．was C．are D．were 

19. Between the two roads ________ a TV tower called “Skyscraper Tower”.  

A．stands B．standing C．which stands D．stand 

20. Where to get the materials and how to get them ________ at the meeting.  

A．have not discussed B．have not been discussed 

C．has not discussed D．has not been discussed 

 


